
inspired by

nature.

LS593 Glacier



Frosty White M 3

Whitehaven

Bescato Mavro P 5 Volakas

Aurora P 4 Attica P 4 Concrete Laro

Vallon Grey P 4 Winter Flow P 4 Calacatta Arina

Bianco Cararra P 3 Urban Mist P 3 Falls Creek P 3

Milton Dusk M 2 Terrane P 2 Night Shadow P 2 Ice Sand P 1 Twinkle Star P 1

Surface Finish:   P  Polished   M  Matt   T  Textured
Colour Range:   5 Dream Journey   4 Lifestyle Collection   3 Premium Edition   2 Stylish Series   1 Home Range

Lavistone 
Full Collection 

Bescato Grigio P 5 

Tranquil Grey P 3



P 5 Glacier P 5 

P 4 Sky Marble P 4 

Canyon T 4 T 4 Concrete Rock T 4 

Ocean Wave P 4 

P 4 Calacatta Vita P 4 Calacatta Pako P 4 

Kinzo Black P 3 Milky White P 2 Sandy White M 2 Marshmallow P 2 Calico P 2

Ice Sparkle P 1 Rock Sugar P 1Ice Crystal P 1 Starlight Grey P 1 Starlight Black P 1

Slab Size:   Jumbo Size 3220mm x 1620mm
Avaliable in both jumbo size and standard size 3030mm x 1430mm

Slab Thickness:   20mm
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Aoraki Lago T 5 



Lavistone is home to the finest quality engineered stone in Australia. 
Our relentless pursuit of customer satisfaction is evidenced both by our 
discernment in raw material selection and commitment to research and 
development. With strict manufacturing standards and innovative 
designs, Lavistone delivers on both style and quality. Rest assured 
Lavistone products have achieved NSF and Greenguard certifications 
and come with a 10-year limited warranty. 

Durable and easy to maintain, our colour stands the test of time and is 
ideal for both residential and commercial environments. Lavistone 
transforms any interior on surfaces including benchtops, splashbacks, 
vanities, feature walls, etc.

Explore the abundance of possibilities presented in our extensive 
range and discover a stone that is as individual as you. Whether you 
aspire to timeless elegance, minimalist serenity or unmistakable 
drama, our exclusive colours and designs will bring your vision to 
reality. Simply plain, masterfully grained or interspersed with veins, 
Lavistone combines contemporary aesthetic with the beauty of 
nature. Beyond sight, feel your space and be touched by our creations 
in a myriad of textures. 

Begin your stone journey with Lavistone to create a space to be 
admired, experienced and remembered.



5/ Dream Journey

Unique designs exclusive to Lavistone, 
inspired by the beauty of natural wonders

LS418 CANYON

1/ Home Range
A classic range that suits a variety of 
building needs

range
collections

4/ Lifestyle Collection
This collection is a reinterpretation of the 
natural characteristics of marble, making a 
bold statement in the heart of your home

3/ Premium Edition
The sophisticated designs of this range 
offset the understated luxury throughout 
your home

2/ Stylish Series
This series compliments other materials 
effortlessly, creating a space that is not 
just functional but also beautiful
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GLACIER
LS593 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

A graceful, slowly moving mass, formed by the accumulation and 
compaction of snow and accentuated by cracks and crevasses. 
Capturing nature by replicating its icy base with contrasting grey 
shadows, Glacier reveals a sense of depth, immersing you in her 
frozen wonder.
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BESCATO MAVRO
LS516 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

This masterpiece encompasses the rustic beauty of nature. With its 
gentle white backdrop, the rawness comes in the form of a bold and 
vivid pattern, embracing earth’s dark shadows whilst illuminating a 
daring composition that is hard to replicate.
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BESCATO GRIGIO
LS505 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

The distinctive beauty of Bescato Grigio adds calmness and serenity 
unlike any other. Between its prominent yet harmonised soft grey 
veins and tranquil white backdrop, Bescato Grigio showcases the 
mellow side of nature. 
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AORAKI LAGO
LS533 | Textured Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Inspired by a rugged land of ice and rock lying long and deep in New 
Zealand, Aoraki Lago strikes a balance between light and dark with a 
myriad of grey that gently softens the contrast. The exotic 
composition unveils the mystery, serenity and purity of ancient 
glaciers in the warmth of the modern abode.
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WHITEHAVEN
LS520 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Pure yet sophisticated. Whitehaven lightens up indoor surfaces with 
distinctive elegance. Delicate translucent grey streams intertwine 
and sweep across the immaculate white backdrop, with ingenious 
Carrara scattered effortlessly aside. This is a reinterpretation of 
endless stretch of sandy, pristine beach on the eastern coast of 
Australia.
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CANYON
LS418 | Textured Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Rugged, natural, raw. Canyon features feathering veins, cracks and 
lines that create the illusion of years of weathering and erosive 
activity. With a multi-layer surface encompassing tones of white and 
shadowy grey, the textures of Canyon invite you on a sensory 
journey.
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AURORA
LS429 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Aurora replicates a spectacle of winter magic, a dazzling miracle of 
nature. With golden electric sparks dancing across a fresh 
snow-white backdrop, Aurora adds sophistication and interest to any 
design.
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AURORA
LS429 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Aurora replicates a spectacle of winter magic, a dazzling miracle of 
nature. With golden electric sparks dancing across a fresh 
snow-white backdrop, Aurora adds sophistication and interest to any 
design.
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VOLAKAS
LS466 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Taking its inspiration from the aesthetics of ‘Volakas’, gentle grey 
tones of diagonal veins stream through the smooth, warm white 
surface to create a stone that is both harmonious and contemporary.
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OCEAN WAVE
LS477 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Peaceful, yet dynamic. Full of energy yet soul soothing. With a white 
base resembling bubbles of breaking waves and sandy veins flowing 
over its fluid surface, Ocean Wave emulates one of earth’s most 
powerful and tranquil phenomena.
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ATTICA
LS448 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Encapsulating the time-honoured design of Calacatta marble, 
Attica captivates through its dramatic yet refined veining with hints 
of gold on a radiant white background, adding a modern twist to a 
rare classic.
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SKY MARBLE
LS409 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Sky Marble depicts the timeless allure of natural marble, with fluid 
handcrafted grey veining stretching across a luminous white facade. 
The colour is fully versatile that has endless possibilities to enhance 
any interior.
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CONCRETE ROCK
LS465 | Textured Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Cool grey shading and textured tactility granting Concrete Rock a 
full industrial look with personality and style, at the same time 
emanating warmth and maintaining a sense of harmony.
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VALLON GREY
LS482 | Polished Finish | 3220mm x 1620mm x 20mm

Vallon Grey captures veining reminiscent of currents sparkling on 
an iron grey foundation. Edged white streams drastically crisscross 
the dark canvas, creating fine etchings in a multitude of sizes and 
shapes.
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Non-porous surface

Easy to clean

High performance 
on stain resistant

High level of heat 
resistant

Scratch and chip 
resistant

Chemical resistant

Lavistone products are easy to maintain. For 
everyday cleaning, simply use a damp cloth, 
with warm water and pH neutral cleaning 
products to make it look like new. Lavistone 
products do not require polishing or sealing 
to maintain a glossy finish and smooth 
surface, as it is a non-porous product. 

Features of 
Engineered 
Stone

LS482 Vallon Grey



Lavistone provides a 10-year limited 
warranty. This warranty is available to 
the original purchasers of Lavistone 
products for a period of 10 years from 
the date the Product is installed, 
provided the Product has been used 
in an interior setting for residential or 
commercial projects. 

For more information please visit 
www.lavistone.com.au

10-YEAR 
WARRANTY

Rest assured Lavistone products 
have achieved NSF and 
Greenguard certifications.

Certifications

LS533 Aoraki Lago



designed
for all.

 dream journey / 
lifestyle collection /
 premium edition / 

stylish series / 
home range /

we

@lavistoneau
follow us





Contact us
(03) 9134 8620

Website
www.lavistone.com.au

Follow us

@lavistoneau


